APPENDIX H

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE UNITS AND CAPABILITIES

This appendix shows the structure of the MI Battalion (Heavy Division), the MI Battalion (Light Divisions, Airborne, Air Assault), and the Corps MI Brigade. The MI unit structures constitute approved MI force design.

DIVISION MI BATTALION

The MI Battalion (Heavy Division) (Figure H-1) provides dedicated IEW support to the heavy division. It responds to missions assigned by the commander and staff. (MI battalion IEW assets are shown in Appendix G.)

![Diagram of MI Battalion (Heavy Division)](image)

**NOTE:**
- Divisional MI Bns:
  - Five companies - DS and GS companies
  - Targeting Accuracy Systems - GBCS, AQF, UAV
  - Leveraging Systems - MITT, GSM, JTT-H, TROJAN SPIRIT

*Figure H-1. MI Battalion (Heavy Division).*
The MI Battalion is organized as shown in Figure H-2.
CORPS MI BRIGADE:

The Corps MI Brigade (Figure H-3) provides dedicated IEW support to the Corps and its subordinate units.
Figures H-4 and H-5 show the organizations of the MI Detachment, Support Company, Special Forces Group and the Special Forces Battalion, respectively.